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We always think that higher the cost better is the experience. Well, it may hold true in some
situations, but it definitely does not hold true in service industry. Even budget hotels, which offer
accommodation at a nominal cost, can give guests an amazing experience. While traveling, and
especially when you have a limited budget, one problem that mostly arise is finding an
accommodation that is decent but at the same time does not burn a hole in your pocket. It is true
that the luxury hotels have modern facilities, good ambiance and other amenities but budget hotels
also provide good facilities whether you talk about food or accommodation they take care all these
things personally.

Sometimes budget hotels are better than luxury hotels because the budget hotels give custom-
made service which luxury hotels often cannot. The reason for this is that many of the budget hotels
have fewer rooms. So, the numbers of guests staying in these hotels are less too, which definitely
gives the owners a chance to attend to each guest personally. Another reason for opting budget
hotels than luxury hotels is the homely environment you get here. Budget hotels are not elaborate or
luxurious, and the same holds true for our homes as well. This homely environment puts the guests
at ease immediately, and when you are comfortable, you obviously tend to enjoy a lot more.

These budget hotels have the value for money factor as well. Sure, luxury hotels give all luxuries of
the world to the guests, but sometimes you feel what the need of all these luxury is. After all, to
enjoy a holiday, you need a comfortable atmosphere, and not all these frills.

And thatâ€™s where budget hotels take the cake. Budget hotels offer all the basic facilities which visitors
might need on a holiday while keeping the cost at a bare minimum.  They provide facilities like
television, restaurant, and Health club, Laundry, Doctor on call, Currency exchange, Travel
assistance and Car hire.  In other words, there is value for money when choosing budget
accommodation for your stay

there are many websites where you book budget hotels online. The customer review pin these sites
can provide valuable insight into the quality of hotels. This can make your journey more comfortable.
So the next time you think that good things come at a high price only, think again. Maybe you have
missed the budget accommodations in your area.
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